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Cables and Lace Scarf
Designed by Faith Schmidt

This easy to knit scarf features three cables surrounded by lacey openwork.  Cables are easy to 
knit on the knitting board.  By simply moving loops, you can create intricate designs.  If you ve 
never done cables before, why not give them a try today!

Loom: Knitting Board set at ½” spacing 
between boards with 18+ needles

Yarn:  290 yards of worsted weight yarn. 
Vanna s Choice (Pearl Mist, (1) 6 oz. skein) 
was used in the sample. 

Notions: Tapestry Needle, Knitting hook, 
Crochet hook.

Instructions for knitting the scarf follow 
Pattern note #7.  Be sure to read all notes 
before beginning your scarf.

Measurements: Finished scarf measures 
4 ½”x 57” 

Pattern Notes:
1. Stockinette cast on and stitch. 

See http://www.knittingboard.com/v/
vspfiles/knittingboard-cast-on.pdf.  
This is a PDF file of the Stockinette 
cast on and stitch with step by step 
pictures.  Also, see Bind Off with 2 
loop method.

2. Start Knitting in a Rib Stitch. When 
wrapping the rows, take the yarn up 
to the 3rd pin on the back board, and 
then down to the 2nd pin on the front 
board.  Wrap every other pin until 
you reach the end of the board.  The 
end pins are wrapped consecutively.  
The picture to the left shows what 
the board should look like at this 
point.   Take the yarn straight across 
the end and wrap the pins that were 
skipped on the way down.  The end 
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pins are wrapped consecutively.  The 
picture at left shows the board fully 
wrapped.  Notice how the last two 
pins are  wrapped.  The yarn is taken 
to the outside of the pin and wrapped 
around it as you would wrap a pin for 
the figure 8 stitch.  Doing this helps to 
keep your edges nice and even.  The 
picture below shows this close-up. 
This wrapping pattern does not apply 
to the cast on row, which is wrapped in 
the regular Stockinette cast on stitch.  
Wrapping the board in this way is what 
produces the lacey effect.

3. Left Cable Twist: To make the first 
Left Cable Twist, lift the loops off of 
pins 4 and 5 on the front board and 
place them on the pins directly behind 
them.  This is just to hold them until 
you want them.  Move the loop from 
pin 6 to pin 4 and the loop from pin 7 
to pin 5.  Now take the loop that was 
on pin 5 and move it to pin 7.  Take the 
loop that was on pin 4 and move it to 
pin 6.  To make the second Left Cable 
Twist, lift the loops off of pins 8 and 9 
on the front board and place them on 
the pins directly behind them.  Move 
the loop from pin 10 to pin 8 and the 
loop from pin 11 to pin 9.  Now take 
the loop that was on pin 9 and move 
it to pin 11.  Take the loop that was on 
pin 8 and move it to pin 10.  To make 
the last Left Cable Twist, lift the loops 
off of pins 12 and 13 on the front 
board and place them on the pins 
directly behind them.  Move the loop 
from pin 14 to pin 12 and the loop 
from pin 15 to pin 13.  Now take the 
loop that was on pin 13 and move it to 
pin 15.  Take the loop that was on pin 
12 and move it to pin 14.  Wrap the 
row as usual and pick over.  The cable 
row is completed.   You only make the 
cable crossing on the front board.  The 
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picture to the left shows what the 
board should look like after the loops 
have been moved.

4. Right Cable Twist:  To make the first 
Right Cable Twist, lift the loops off of 
pins 6 and 7 on the front board and 
place them on the pins directly behind 
them.  This is just to hold them until 
you want them.  Move the loop from 
pin 5 to pin 7 and the loop from pin 4 
to pin 6.  Now take the loop that was 
on pin 7 and move it to pin 5.  Take 
the loop that was on pin 6 and move 
it to pin 4.  To make the second Right 
Cable Twist, lift the loops off of pins 
10 and 11 on the front board and 
place them on the pins directly behind 
them.  Move the loop from pin 9 to 
pin 11 and the loop from pin 8 to pin 
10.  Now take the loop that was on pin 
11 and move it to pin 9.  Take the loop 
that was on pin 10 and move it to pin 
8.  To make the last Right Cable Twist, 
lift the loops off of pins 14 and 15 on 
the front board and place them on 
the pins directly behind them.  Move 
the loop from pin 13 to pin 15 and 
the loop from pin 12 to pin 14.  Now 
take the loop that was on pin 15 and 
move it to pin 13.  Take the loop that 
was on pin 14 and move it to pin 12.  
Wrap the row as usual and pick over.  
The cable row is completed.  You only 
make the cable crossing on the front 
board.  The picture to the left shows 
what the board should look like after 
the loops have been moved.

5. The picture at left shows what the 
finished cable twists will look like.

6. To make moving the loops easier, 
wrap the row directly before the cable 
row loosely.  If you wrap that row too 
tightly, it is more difficult to pull the 
loops to the right pins.
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7. When moving the loops for the cables, 
pull gently but firmly.  The loops will 
stretch as long as the yarn has some 
stretch to it.  Do not use yarn that 
has very little stretch, such as cotton.  
Wool, wool blends, and some acrylics 
are a good choice.

Instructions

When the instructions say to Knit row, refer to weave pattern in note #2

1. Cast on 18 pins, using the stockinette cast on (See Pattern Notes #1).
2. Rows 1-3:  Knit (See Pattern Notes #2)
3. Row 4:  Left Cable Twist (See Pattern Notes #3)
4. Rows 5-7:  Knit
5. Row 8:  Right Cable Twist (See Pattern Notes #4)
6. Repeat these 8 rows until scarf is 57  or desired length, ending with either row 4 or row 8.
7. Knit (3) more rows.
8. Bind off both ends.  Weave in any loose ends.

Variations
• Make the scarf using only the Left Cable Twist or the Right Cable Twist for each cable twist 

row.
• On each cable twist row, randomly choose to do either the Left Cable Twist or the Right 

Cable Twist.
• Knit more or fewer rows between cable twists.
• Cable twist each column in different directions on the cable twist rows.
• Knit and twist whenever you feel like it.  This could lead to some interesting results!
• Add fringe or tassels.


